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Bay Creek and French Broad Crossing Honored by National Publication
(ALPHARETTA, Ga.) – Preserve Communities - a leader in thoughtful real estate development – is pleased
to accept significant accolades from national resort and lifestyle publication ideal-LIVING Magazine for Bay
Creek and French Broad Crossing in its recent ‘Best of the Best’ issue. “‘The Best of the Best’ feature honors
those areas and communities that deserve special recognition for their outstanding qualities, facilities and
programs,” states Editor and Associate Publisher of ideal-LIVING, Kelly Godbey.
Selected as ‘Best Mountain Community,’ French Broad Crossing is an adventure-centric, conservation
minded community with engaging homeowner programming. “Our property is set among the beautiful
backdrop of the Blue Ridge Mountains, offering many opportunities for outdoor exploration and enjoyment.
And the programming we have in place has been thoughtfully developed to include something for everyone,
incorporating social interaction, mindfulness and learning, and wellness,” remarks Preserve Communities
CEO and Founder Jack Fisher.
Bay Creek has long been considered the best coastal destination in Virginia by our residents. And now,
Preserve Communities is excited and humbled to announce that for the 2nd consecutive year, Bay Creek has
been recognized once again as ‘Best Coastal Community in Virginia.’ Additionally, Bay Creek was voted
‘Top 100 Amenity Community.’
At Bay Creek, on Virginia’s stunningly beautiful Eastern Shore, our coastal community is defined by a deep
appreciation of family, nature and authentic experiences. Distinctive homes are set among hundreds of acres
of lush nature preserves, waterways and interconnected trails. Life here is marked by a rich collection of
coastal pleasures and memorable activities, and every day offers new experiences that create lifelong
memories.
Preserve Communities is also thrilled to announce that Bay Creek is honored with the distinction of ‘Best
Golf Course’ in Virginia Living’s 2020 ‘Best of Virginia Awards’. Our 27-holes of award-winning golf designed
by two of the greatest that ever played the game, Arnold Palmer and Jack Nicklaus, elevate Bay Creek’s golf
experience to an artform. With several holes along the Chesapeake Bay, the views are as satisfying as the
game.
To learn more about Bay Creek, visit www.baycreeklife.com. To learn more about French Broad Crossing,
visit www.frenchbroadcrossing.com.
About Preserve Communities
Preserve Communities is a real estate development company with over 30 years of proven success across a
diverse portfolio of projects. Led by a seasoned team of professionals, we specialize in creating purposefully
crafted communities that enhance the quality of life for residents. Our lifestyle centric communities are built to
reflect their surroundings and take care to respect the long-term impact of development on the land and living
experience. Learn more at https://preservecommunities.com/.
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